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The on-demand preparation of higher-order Fock states is of fundamental importance in quantum
information sciences. We propose and compare different protocols to generate higher-order Fock
states in solid state quantum-dot–cavity systems. The protocols make use of a series of laser pulses
to excite the quantum dot exciton and off-resonant pulses to control the detuning between dot and
cavity. Our theoretical studies include dot and cavity loss processes as well as the pure-dephasing
type coupling to longitudinal acoustic phonons in a numerically complete fashion. By going beyond
the two-level approximation for quantum dots, we study the impact of a finite exchange splitting,
the impact of a higher energetic exciton state, and an excitation with linearly polarized laser pulses
leading to detrimental occupations of the biexciton state. We predict that under realistic conditions,
a protocol which keeps the cavity at resonance with the quantum dot until the desired target state
is reached is able to deliver fidelities to the Fock state |5〉 well above 40 %.
I. INTRODUCTION
Semiconductor quantum-dot–cavity (QDC) systems
are widely discussed as candidates for highly integrable
on-demand emitters of non-classical states of light. They
have been successfully proven to be reliable sources of
high quality single photons [1–10] as well as entangled
photon pairs [11–18]. Nonetheless, the preparation of
higher-order Fock states remains a challenge. These
states find vast applications in quantum metrology [19–
21], as building blocks for more complex quantum states
of light such as Schrödinger cat states [22], and in quan-
tum computing [23].
While schemes to prepare higher-order Fock states
have been known in atomic cavity systems for decades
[24–26], these protocols rely on properties specific to
atoms, such as the finite time of flight through a res-
onator, which cannot be translated straightforwardly to a
locally fixed solid state qubit as encountered in quantum
dots (QDs). Nonetheless, this protocol has been applied
to a superconducting qubit coupled to a microwave cavity
[27]. In this setup, coupling the qubit and the cavity only
temporarily is achieved by changing the structure of the
potential with an external flux bias and thus directly tun-
ing the resonance frequency of the qubit. This is not pos-
sible in QDCs after the growth process is completed and
thus the confinement potential set. Furthermore, proto-
cols involving parametric down-conversion have achieved
remarkable fidelities to the targeted higher-order Fock
states [28]. A huge challenge in such setups to be solved
is the on-demand character of these sources.
In this work, we propose protocols for the preparation
of higher-order Fock states in QDCs and explore their
feasibility up to n = 5. The protocols rely on the ap-
plication of a series of ultrashort laser pulses combined
with off-resonant laser pulses to induce an AC-Stark ef-
fect. In contrast to atoms, QDs are solid state systems
and are therefore affected by the electron-phonon inter-
action. The pure-dephasing type coupling of the exci-
tonic states to longitudinal acoustic phonons is known as
the main source of decoherence in QDs even at cryogenic
temperatures of a few Kelvin [29–33]. Accordingly, we
study the influence of phonons as well as of cavity and
radiative losses on the proposed protocols. Because we
use ultrashort pulses, we further calculate the influence
of higher energetic excitons on the preparation schemes.
In neutral QDs, the approximation of the QD as a two-
level system is often reasonable. In particular, this is
the case when transitions to the biexciton are forbidden
by selection rules. Note that this sets constraints on the
polarization of the driving laser as well as on the reso-
nantly coupled cavity modes. Furthermore, the two-level
approximation holds well, when the fine-structure split-
ting (FSS) happens to be absent or is suppressed, e.g., by
external fields, strain, or by fabricating highly symmet-
rical QDs [34–38]. We study the respective influences by
extending our system to a three- or four-level system.
We show that even under these realistic conditions,
our preparation schemes can reach fidelities to the Fock
state |5〉 well above 40 %. To put this value into per-
spective, let us compare it to other works. Hofheinz et
al. [27] prepared Fock states with up to six photons in
their superconducting qubit setup. Unfortunately, they
do not give a value for the fidelity. To be able to compare
our results with theirs, we simulated the experiment de-
scribed in Ref. 27 to reproduce the figures therein, while
giving an estimate for the preparation fidelity of their
setup. For the fidelity to the state |5〉 our estimate yields
≈ 20 %. Tiedau et al. [28] use heralded parametric down-
conversion to generate higher-order Fock states. Their
best fidelities to Fock states with n ≥ 5 do not exceed
50 %. Therefore, our QDC protocol is competitive with
other means to prepare higher-order Fock states. Com-
pared with superconducting qubits, QDCs have the ad-
vantage of being in an energetic regime corresponding to
the ps- rather than the ns-time scale, thus making the
total preparation time for the Fock state |5〉 about three
orders of magnitude faster.
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FIG. 1. Sketch of the QDC system, where photons are created
by recombination of the QD exciton. A Stark pulse from the
side controls the photon emission such that Fock states can
be generated on demand.
II. PROTOCOLS FOR A TWO-LEVEL SYSTEM
In atomic cavities, protocols for the preparation of
higher-order Fock states have been successfully employed
in the 1980s. A well known example is the so called mi-
cromaser setup, where a highly excited Rydberg atom is
brought to resonance with a single-mode cavity only dur-
ing its time of flight through the resonator [24–26]. Send-
ing excited atoms subsequently through the cavity fills
the latter with one more photon at a time, thus prepar-
ing a higher-order Fock state. While earlier experiments
[25] succeeded in the preparation of up to n = 2, re-
cent results yield states with up to seven photons [26].
This technique was translated to a solid state platform
by Hofheinz et al. [27]. In that work, a superconducting
qubit is coupled to a single mode of a microwave cavity.
The transition frequency of the former can be tuned to
bring it to resonance with the resonator frequency only
during a finite time window, in which half a Rabi oscil-
lation transfers the excitation from the qubit to a cavity
photon. This procedure simulates the finite dwell time of
an atom in a cavity with a locally fixed superconducting
qubit.
In the QDC case, there are several differences to the
atomic situation. Firstly, the interaction between the QD
and the cavity cannot be turned off by removing the QD
from the cavity. Secondly, the transition frequency of the
QD is set once the nanostructure is grown. Nonetheless,
preparation schemes similar to those used in atomic cav-
ities can be realized also in QDCs using the mechanisms
sketched in Fig. 1: An interchange between exciting the
QD with a sequence of pi-pulses and controlling the ef-
fective cavity-QD coupling by inducing AC-Stark shifts
lies at the heart of the two schemes we present here. The
difference between them is the way the AC-Stark pulses
are used: in the first scheme, they lead to a cavity-QD
coupling, while in the second one, they decouple the two
subsystems at the end of the protocol.
We start by assuming that the QD can be modelled as a
two-level system, while we will discuss more realistic QD
models in Sec. III. This approximation holds very well for
strongly confined charged QDs where the ground state is
coupled to a trion state and higher excited states are
energetically well separated. But it can also be realized
in neutral QDs where, however, it entails constraints on
the FSS, the polarizations of the driving laser, and the
cavity modes.
The Hamiltonian for the two-level QD coupled to a
single cavity mode and driven by external laser pulses
reads:
H2LS = ~ωX |X〉〈X|
+~ωCa†a+ ~g
(
aσ†X + a
†σX
)
−~
2
(
f∗X(t)σX + fX(t)σ
†
X
)
fX(t) = f
pulses(t) + fAC-Stark(t) (1)
where |X〉 is the exciton state at energy ~ωX and σX :=
|G〉〈X| is the operator for the transition between |X〉
and the ground state |G〉. The energy of the latter is set
to zero. a denotes the photonic annihilation operator.
The QDC is described by the Jaynes-Cummings model
and the exciting and Stark laser pulses are represented by
the function fX(t), which is specified in Appendix A1, in
particular its two parts fpulses(t) and fAC-Stark(t). The
cavity frequency is denoted by ωC and its coupling to the
QD by g. We further account for the pure-dephasing type
interaction with longitudinal acoustic (LA) phonons [29–
33], the radiative decay of the QD excitons, and cavity
losses. In this work, whenever we consider phononic ef-
fects, the phonons are assumed to be initially in thermal
equilibrium at a temperature of T = 4K. We solve the
corresponding Liouville equation in a numerically com-
plete manner by employing a path-integral formalism (for
details see Refs. 39–41 and Appendix A 1). The param-
eters for the calculation are given in Appendix A 2.
A. Protocol with interrupted coupling - PIC
In a first step, we would like to translate the protocol
known from atomic cavities as closely as possible to our
solid state platform. Therefore, we assume that the QD
transition and the cavity mode are off-resonant. In par-
ticular, we assume that ∆ωCX := ωC − ωX > 0, i.e., the
QD line lies below the cavity. In order to enable the effi-
cient generation of a single photon in the cavity we apply
an AC-Stark pulse tuned below the exciton line to bring
the QD in resonance with the cavity. Each Stark pulse
is a rectangular pulse with softened edges [cf., Eq. (A3)].
Whilst in resonance, the QD exciton can emit a photon.
Before a re-absorption of this photon occurs, we switch off
the AC-Stark pulse, thus effectively interrupting the cou-
pling of QD and cavity. Now these steps can be repeated
to reach any desired photon state. In the following, we
refer to this scheme as protocol with interrupted coupling
(PIC).
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FIG. 2. Dynamics of a QDC for the PIC. Panels from bottom
to top: series of ultrafast pi-pulses and off-resonant AC-Stark
pulses (green); the occupation of the exciton |X〉 (blue), occu-
pation of the photon states |n〉 = |1〉, |2〉, ..., |5〉 (red/orange).
Dashed lines: without phonons and without losses. Solid lines
with phonons as well as cavity losses and radiative decay.
The corresponding dynamics of the PIC is displayed
in Fig. 2. The panels from bottom to top show the
laser pulses (green), the occupation of the exciton |X〉
(blue), and the occupation of the photon states |n〉 =
|1〉, |2〉, ..., |5〉 (red/orange). We use our procedure of al-
ternating pi- and AC-Stark pulses five times until the
Fock state |5〉 is prepared. The dashed lines show the
protocol in the ideal case of a two-level system without
phonons and losses. Here, every Fock state is reached
with a near-unity fidelity of 96.3 % (cf., Sec. II C for a
formal definition of this quantity). Because the Rabi
frequency depends on the number of photons already
present in the cavity, the length of the AC-Stark pulses
for each step is reduced by 1/
√
n compared to the first
Stark pulse.
When taking both the phonon Hamiltonian and
Markovian loss processes into account, both the exciton
occupation and the occupation of the photon states are
reduced (solid lines in Fig. 2) and the fidelity of the pro-
tocol diminishes considerably. Nonetheless, we are still
able to address each Fock state with our protocol. We
note that cavity losses are responsible for the refilling of
the Fock state with n−1 photons during the preparation
of the state with n leading to an additional loss of fidelity.
Moreover, this effect yields second local maxima in the
fidelity after the first ones intended by the preparation.
Even when considering all loss channels, we find a fi-
delity of 38.5 %, which is in good comparison with other
protocols [27, 28]. A further advantage of the PIC is
that the preparation is on-demand, which is a challenge
in setups relying on parametric down-conversion.
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FIG. 3. Dynamics of the QDC for the PUC. Panels and line
types as in Fig. 2
B. Protocol with uninterrupted coupling - PUC
In contrast to the previous situation, now we consider
the case that the QD and the cavity shall be grown such
that they are on-resonance (∆ωCX = 0). Such systems
are nowadays common in QDCs [42, 43]. If now a series
of resonant pi-pulses hits the QD, such that the exciton
performs half a Rabi oscillation in the time between the
pulses, a number of photons according to the number of
pi-pulses is created. Since in this scheme the coupling
between QD and cavity is kept at resonance until the
final state is reached, we refer to it as protocol with un-
interrupted coupling (PUC). Note that like for the PIC
the delay between the pulses has to be scaled by 1/
√
n.
Only when the target state has been reached, an AC-
Stark pulse decouples the QD and the cavity to store the
desired number state.
Figure 3 shows the dynamics of the participating quan-
tities for the PUC. In the phonon- and loss-free case
(dashed lines in Fig. 3), the fidelity to the 5-photon state
is 99.4 % which is even slightly higher than in the PIC,
where we only reached 96.3 %. Including the influence
of phonons and losses, qualitatively the same effects as
in the PIC can be observed, in particular the refilling of
lower number states due to the cavity losses (solid lines
in Fig. 3). We achieve a fidelity including phonons and
Markovian losses of 45, 1 %.
C. Comparison of the two protocols
The striking difference between the two protocols is
their total duration. The PUC is roughly 15 % faster
than its PIC counterpart. This minimizes the time when
losses can influence the dynamics.
We summarize our findings by looking at the maxi-
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FIG. 4. The maximum fidelity over time to the Fock states
|n〉, n ∈ {1, 2, ..., 5} for the PIC (left bars, red) and PUC
(right bars, blue) for the cases without phonons and without
losses (light colors), without phonons and with losses (middle
colors), and with phonons and with losses (dark colors).
mum fidelity over time for each Fock state in Fig. 4 for
the different levels of approximation. Remember that the
fidelity is a generalization of the overlap projection be-
tween two pure states to mixed states first introduced by
Jozsa [44]. For two arbitrary density matrices ρ1 and ρ2
it is defined as
F(ρ1, ρ2) =
[
Tr
(√√
ρ1ρ2
√
ρ1
)]2
. (2)
It is bounded between zero and unity and symmetric in
its two arguments. In our case, we consider the photonic
reduced density matrix ρ1 = TrQD [TrPh (ρ)], which is the
full density matrix ρ obtained as a solution of Eq. (A8)
traced over the phononic (Ph) and the electronic (QD)
subspaces. We compare this state to the target Fock
states |n〉, i.e., ρ2 = |n〉〈n|. In this special case, the
fidelity simplifies to the occupation of |n〉.
The red bars in Fig. 4 correspond to the PIC, while
the blue bars are for the PUC. The lightly colored bars
show the ideal case without phonons and without losses,
the medium colored bars are without phonons, but with
losses, and the dark colored bars are with phonons and
with losses.
Looking at the fidelity of the Fock states, we can see
several trends: The effect of cavity losses and radiative
decay is more detrimental than the phonon influence. As
an example, for the n = 5-Fock state prepared by the
PIC, the losses reduce the fidelity from 96.3 % to 48.5 %,
while the phonons further lower this value only to 38.5 %.
Note that this is a quantitative result for the considered
GaAs/In(Ga)As QD at T = 4K. In particular, this be-
havior might change in other materials or at higher tem-
peratures. The PUC is better than the PIC for all cases.
Overall, the 15 % saving of time in the PUC yields a clear
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FIG. 5. Level schemes for: (a) the four-level system represent-
ing a neutral QD, (b) the system with a higher energetic exci-
ton and (c) the three-level system for a neutral QD driven by
linearly polarized light. Arrows denote the optically allowed
transitions with the corresponding polarization.
benefit. The maximum fidelity to the n = 5-Fock state
including phonon and loss effects is now 45.1 % (com-
pared with 38.5 % in the previous paragraph), a signifi-
cant improvement by 17 %.
Therefore, we conclude that our protocols both per-
form well in comparison with existing protocols to pre-
pare higher-order Fock states [27, 28]. The PUC out-
performs the PIC with respect to the total duration as
well as the fidelity as long as the conditions for using a
two-level model are fulfilled.
III. PROTOCOLS FOR A MULTI-LEVEL
QUANTUM DOT SYSTEM
For charged QDs, the transition between the residing
electron and the trion state (i.e., the charged exciton)
can be well modelled by a two-level system [45]. How-
ever, for a neutral QD, the assumption of a two-level
system imposes further constraints. In particular, the
single exciton manifold in a neutral QD comprises two
states, which can be selectively addressed by circularly
polarized laser pulses. A finite exchange interaction cou-
ples these states resulting in a finite FSS and correspond-
ing new eigenstates that couple to linearly polarized light
[32, 46–49]. Also, there exists the biexciton, which can be
addressed using linearly polarized pulses. Additionally,
using ultrashort pi-pulses, might lead to the excitation of
higher energetic exciton states, which are also present in
charged QDs. In the following, we want to study how
these deviations from a two-level system affect the Fock
state preparation fidelity.
A. Systems
1. Four-level system (4LS) For modeling a neutral
QD we consider a four-level system accounting for
the ground state |G〉, the left and right circularly
polarized exciton |XL〉 and |XR〉 as well as the biex-
5citon |B〉
H4LS = ~ωX (|XL〉〈XL|+ |XR〉〈XR|)
+~
Vex
2
(|XL〉〈XR|+ |XR〉〈XL|)
+ (2~ωX − EB) |B〉〈B|
+
∑
j=L,R
[
~ωCa†jaj + ~g
(
ajσ
†
j + a
†
jσj
)]
−~
2
(
f∗L(t)σL + fL(t)σ
†
L
)
, (3)
~Vex is the exchange splitting between the lin-
early polarized exciton states, and EB the biexciton
binding energy. The allowed dipole selection rules
lead to the following transition operator matrices
σL := |G〉〈XL|+ |XR〉〈B|
σR := |G〉〈XR|+ |XL〉〈B| . (4)
The exchange interaction couples the two oppo-
sitely polarized exciton states |XL〉 and |XR〉, thus
opening up a path to occupy the biexciton state
|B〉 even when the QD is driven by pulses fL(t)
that all have the same circular polarization. The
cavity modes are described by the photon annihi-
lation operators aL and aR. Note that here two
cavity modes are coupled which are assumed to be
degenerate. The coupling strength is denoted by g
and assumed to be equal for all modes. A sketch of
the 4LS is shown in Fig. 5(a).
2. Higher energetic exciton system (HEES): To
account for a higher energetic exciton, we assume
a three-level system consisting of the ground state
|G〉, the lowest energetic exciton |X〉, and an addi-
tional higher energetic exciton state |X1〉.
HHEES = ~ωX |X〉〈X|
+ (~ωX + ∆E1) |X1〉〈X1|
+~ωCa†a+ ~g
(
aσ†X + a
†σX
)
−~
2
(
f∗X(t)σX + fX(t)σ
†
X
)
−~
2
(
f∗X(t)σ1 + fX(t)σ
†
1
)
, (5)
where the higher energetic exciton lies few tens of
meV above the exciton energy as denoted by ∆E1.
The corresponding transition operators in this sys-
tem are
σX := |G〉〈X|
σ1 := |G〉〈X1|. (6)
Because it is strongly off-resonant, we do not con-
sider the coupling of σ1 into the cavity mode. A
sketch of the HEES is shown in Fig. 5(b).
3. Three level system (3LS): The degeneracy of
the two cavity modes in the 4LS implies that when
driving with pulses all having the same linear po-
larization, one exciton becomes dark and the 4LS
with two cavity modes reduces to a 3LS coupled
only to a single linearly polarized mode as follows
H3LS = ~ωX˜ |XH〉〈XH |
+ (2~ωX˜ − EB) |B〉〈B|
+~ωCa†HaH + ~g
(
aHσ
†
H + a
†
HσH
)
−~
2
(
f∗H(t)σH + fH(t)σ
†
H
)
, (7)
with the exciton energy lying at ~ωX˜ and the tran-
sition operators
σH := |G〉〈XH |+ |XH〉〈B| . (8)
The cavity photon is annihilated by the opera-
tor aH and the laser driving is described by the
function fH(t). A sketch of the 3LS is shown in
Fig. 5(c).
For all systems, we again take into account the electron-
phonon coupling and losses as described in Appendix A 1.
B. Results
Now we analyze the different influences on our prepara-
tion protocols. Figure 6 shows the maximal fidelity over
time for the Fock states in the different systems. The
values obtained for different n are compared with the
corresponding results of the PUC for an ideal two-level
system accounting both for phonons and losses. This
benchmark is displayed by a blue box around the bars.
1. Influence of a finite exchange splitting - 4LS
The leftmost (pink) bars in Fig. 6 show the maximal
fidelities for the four-level system with an exchange split-
ting of ~Vex = 20µeV and a biexciton binding energy of
EB = 2meV, which represents values typically encoun-
tered in QDs. We find that for all Fock states the deteri-
oration of the fidelity due to the finite exchange coupling
is nonessential. As example consider the fidelity to the
5-photon Fock state, which reduces only to a value of
44.4 %, i.e., only by 0.7 %. For lower values of Vex the
fidelity becomes even higher. We conclude that, typical
exchange splittings of up to 20µeV encountered in QDs
do not influence the performance of the protocol signif-
icantly when it is excited with a well defined circular
polarization.
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FIG. 6. The maximum fidelity over time to the Fock states |n〉, n ∈ {1, 2, ..., 5} for different systems. The blue rectangles
mark the values obtained for an ideal two-level system. From left to right: (pink) Four-level system with circular polarization
with finite exchange splitting of ~Vex = 20µeV and a biexciton binding energy of EB = 2meV. (purple) Three-level system
including an additional higher lying exciton state |X1〉 excited at an energetic difference of ∆E1 = 60meV. (green) Linearly
excited biexcitonic three-level system using shaped or unshaped pulses (left) and shaped pulses for different biexciton binding
energies EB = ±2meV and −6meV (right). In all calculations the PUC has been used.
2. Influence of a higher energetic exciton state - HEES
The purple bars in Fig. 6 show the resulting fidelities
for exciting the three-level system with ∆E1 = 60meV,
which is a typical value for strongly confined QDs [50].
Again, we find that the decrease of the fidelity is negligi-
ble. For ∆E1 = 60meV we obtain a 5-photon fidelity of
43.8 %, while for ∆E1 = 40meV (not shown) the fidelity
drops to 40.8 %. This value is only 1.3 % (or 4.3 %) be-
low the result of the two-level model. Therefore, we con-
clude that the influence of the higher lying exciton state
is not important as well as long as ∆E1 is sufficiently
large which is the case for strongly confined QDs.
It is interesting to note that an increase of the pulse
length does not necessarily improve the performance of
the protocol in this case, even though this would result
in a sharper spectral width of the pulse. To understand
this effect, imagine lengthening the excitation pulses in
the two-level case. When the pulses are long enough so
that the dynamics induced by the cavity coupling g sets
in during the pulse, the exciton cannot reach its highest
possible occupation anymore. Thus, the photon occupa-
tion and therefore the fidelity both decrease. Therefore,
there is a competition between the detrimental influence
of the simultaneous QD and cavity dynamics for longer
pulses and the larger spectral width for shorter pulses
which might lead to a spectral overlap with the higher
lying exciton state for a given value of ∆E1.
3. Linearly polarized excitation and pulse shaping - 3LS
Finally, we study the 3LS representing a neutral QD
driven by linearly polarized pulses. Here, |B〉 is the par-
asitic state with the difference that the energy spacing to
be bridged is the biexciton binding energy EB , which is
an order of magnitude smaller than ∆E1.
The green bars in Fig. 6 display the results for a finite
binding energy. For EB = 2meV already in the phonon-
and loss-free case (lower left green bars) the PUC acting
on this biexcitonic 3LS breaks down drastically and the
fidelity to the state |5〉 drops below one percent. It is clear
that the dynamics induced by significantly occupying the
state |B〉 has a catastrophic effect on the success of the
PUC.
To remedy this insufficiency, we employ shaped pulses
that provide spectral holes at precisely the energies,
where the parasitic states are found. A simple pulse
shaping scheme for such purposes, proposed in Ref. 51,
is based on a superposition of two Gaussian pulses with
central frequencies separated by EB with different widths
s1 and s2 in the time domain. The corresponding enve-
lope function, which is put into Eq. (A1), is
fpH(t) = fH,0
(
e
−
(
t√
2s1
)2
− e−
(
t√
2s2
)2
+i
EB
~ t
)
(9)
with fH,0 =
[√
pi
[√
2s1 −
√
2s2 exp
{
− (EB2~ √2s2)2}]]−1.
The two free parameters s1 and s2 can now be used
to tune the spectral maximum to the transition to be
addressed and the spectral hole to the parasitic state, in
7our case |B〉. For a binding energy of EB = 2meV this
is achieved by setting s1 = 0.42 ps and s2 = 0.18 ps. The
spectrum of this shaped pulse as well as the respective
spectra of its two constituent Gaussians are depicted in
Fig. 7 in the Appendix.
The upper left green bars in Fig. 6 show the results for
the pulse shaping protocol without phonons and losses.
Remarkably, this simple pulse shaping technique boosts
the 5-photon fidelity from essentially zero back to 33.4 %.
Next we study how phonons and losses affect the PUC
with shaped pulses (right green bars in Fig. 6). We find a
strong detrimental effect on the fidelity for EB = +2 meV
(lower right green bars), which reduces the fidelity to the
5-photon state from 33.4 % to 14.4 %.
We have also considered negative binding energies of
EB = −2 meV (middle right green bars) and EB =
−6 meV (upper right green bars). QDs can be grown
to have negative biexciton binding energies [52]. Alter-
natively, EB can be tuned by applying electrostatic fields
[53, 54] or biaxial strain [55], even to become negative.
Clearly, the fidelities to the Fock states become higher
for negative EB . We notice that even larger negative
binding energies give rise to higher fidelities.
A negative biexciton binding energy has the advan-
tage that phonon emission processes that lead to an oc-
cupation of the biexciton state are suppressed since in
a frame rotating with the laser frequency the biexciton
state is not the energetically lowest one anymore [56].
Accordingly, we find for EB = −2 meV that the fidelity
is higher (20.9 %) for n = 5 than what is obtained for
the corresponding positive binding energy EB = 2meV.
For the higher negative value of EB = −6meV (upper
right green bars in Fig. 6) with the pulse shaping pro-
posal (now with s1 = 0.21 ps and s2 = 0.04 ps) we obtain
a 5-photon fidelity of 31.8 %.
Even though phonons always degrade the performance
of the here proposed protocols, they suppress an un-
favorable process when the sign of the binding energy
is chosen accordingly. It is worthwhile to note that
there are situations where phonons are even more benefi-
cial [33]. Examples include phonon-assisted preparation
schemes for excitons and biexcitons [57–62], the intro-
duction of off-resonant QD-cavity couplings [63–71], the
phonon-induced enhancement of photon purities [10] or
the photon-pair entanglement [18] as well as enabling cor-
related emission from spatially remote QDs [62].
In summary, even in the worst case of linearly polarized
excitation pulses, the fidelity to the 5-photon Fock state
can be enhanced from essentially zero to above 30 % even
when the phonon-induced and other loss mechanisms are
present. This is made possible by a combination of shap-
ing the spectral characteristics of the laser pulses and
tuning the biexciton binding energy to negative values,
taking advantage of the otherwise interfering LA phonon
coupling.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have presented and investigated two protocols for
the preparation of higher-order Fock states in QDCs. To
this end, we adapted a standard protocol, developed for
the atomic physics platform, to QDC-based devices. The
basic ingredients of this scheme are a series of pi-pulse ex-
citations and effective energy shifts induced by AC-Stark
pulses that effectively interrupt the coupling between the
QD and the cavity. It turns out, however, that a proto-
col where the coupling is uninterrupted until the final
target state is reached outperforms this standard scheme
both in terms of duration and in terms of fidelity as long
as it is justified to treat the system as a two-level sys-
tem. In our analysis, we include radiative decay, cavity
losses, and phonon effects, which are specific to solid state
QDCs. We predicted in the two-level system a fidelity to
the Fock state |5〉 of over 40 % when the protocol with un-
interrupted coupling is used. This value is comparable to
results achieved in superconducting qubit setups as well
as by parametric down-conversion. We have tested our
protocol against the influence of the fine structure split-
ting and higher excited exciton states and have demon-
strated that in all of these cases fidelities above 40 % can
be achieved. The advantage of using this protocol for a
QDC platform is its total duration on a time scale of a
few tens of picoseconds and its on-demand character.
We further discussed the excitation with linearly po-
larized pulses, which entails detrimental excitations of
the biexciton in the QD. The coupling to the biexciton
leads to a complete breakdown of our protocols already
in the loss- and phonon-free case. Nonetheless, a combi-
nation of a pulse shaping technique, tuning the biexciton
binding energy to negative values, and the influence of
phonons is able to push the fidelity to |5〉 back to 31.8 %.
With these easy to implement protocols, we are confi-
dent that also in solid state cavity systems the on-demand
preparation of higher-order Fock states on the picosecond
time scale becomes possible.
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8Appendix A: Theoretical Model
1. Coupling Hamiltonian
The external laser pulses are described by
fj(t) =
∑
m
fpj (t− tm)e−iωp(t−tm)︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=fpulses(t)
+
∑
n
fACSj (t− tn)e−iωACS(t−tn)︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=fAC-Stark(t)
. (A1)
fpj (t) and f
ACS
j (t) are the envelope functions of pump
fields and AC-Stark pulses, respectively, with j ∈
{X,L,H}. ωp and ωACS are the corresponding laser fre-
quencies. The pump fields are Gaussian pi-pulses
fpj (t) =
pi√
2piσ
e−
t2
2σ2 . (A2)
where σ denotes the standard deviation, which is con-
nected to the full width at half maximum (fwhm) by
fwhm= 2
√
2 ln 2σ. We assume ωp = ωX for the 2LS, the
HEES, and the 4LS and set ωp = ωX˜ for the 3LS, i.e.,
the laser is in resonance with an exciton resonance in the
2LS; the HEES, and the 3LS cases while it is in the mid-
dle between the fine-structure split exciton resonances for
the 4LS. The AC-Stark pulses are of rectangular shape
with the edges smoothened by half Gaussians
fACSj (t) =

fj,se
−(t+ τlength2 )
2
/(2σ2on) t < − τlength2
fj,s − τlength2 ≤ t ≤ τlength2
fj,se
−(t− τlength2 )
2
/(2σ2off) t >
τlength
2 ,
(A3)
where fj,s denotes the field strength, i.e., the plateau
height of the rectangular pulse, τlength its length, and σon
(σoff) the width of the rise (fall) of the smoothened edges.
Note that by letting σon (σoff) → 0, high-frequency com-
ponents disrupt the dynamics and thus the fidelity of the
effective coupling of cavity and QD. We checked this by
observing a decreasing fidelity to the Fock state |1〉 with
lower values of σon (σoff).
In Paragraph III B 3, the pump pulses fpH(t) are shaped
according to Eq. (9). The respective spectrum is depicted
in Fig. 7 as a black solid line. The spectral hole at the
biexciton binding energy EB is clearly visible. The spec-
tra of the constituent Gaussian pulses are plotted as red
dashed and blue dotted lines.
The AC-Stark pulses are tuned below the exciton line
by ωACS,X := ωACS − ωX that is within the range of
validity of the RWA. The resulting shift of the exciton line
can be calculated from the energies of the laser dressed
states. Matching the shift to ∆ωCX, an AC-Stark pulse
brings the exciton transition in resonance with the cavity
provided that
∆ωCX = ∆ωACS,X +
√
∆ω2ACS,X + f
2
s . (A4)
Note that tuning the coupling with an AC-Stark pulse is
much more accurate than controlling the time of flight of
an atom through a cavity. Any resonator has stray fields
at its edges that depend on its geometry. Therefore, the
time dependent coupling of the atom to the resonator
is not rectangular, but has smoothened edges that are
fixed by the geometry. In contrast, a laser pulse can be
shaped to vary the edge characteristics, which introduces
additional dials for optimizing the protocol.
The QD is coupled to LA phonons in a pure dephasing-
type manner [29–33].
HPh =
∑
q
~ωqb†qbq +
∑
q,χ
nχ
(
γqb
†
q + γ
∗
qbq
) |χ〉〈χ| ,
(A5)
b†q and bq are the phonon operators with wave vec-
tor q and energy ~ωq. Bulk phonons with linear dis-
persion are considered that are coupled to the elec-
tronic states that are present in our respective sys-
tems |χ〉 ∈ {|XL〉, |XR〉, |X1〉, |B〉} by the deformation
potential-type coupling constant γq. nχ is the number of
electron-hole pairs present in the state |χ〉.
Finally, we take radiative recombination of the exci-
tons and cavity loss processes into account by introducing
Markovian Lindblad-type operators
LO,Γ• = Γ
(
O •O† − 1
2
{•, O†O}
+
)
, (A6)
where {·, ·}+ denotes the anti-commutator. O is a system
operator and Γ the decay rate of the associated loss pro-
cess. We assume the radiative decay rate γ is the same
for all electronic transitions and take the same cavity loss
rate κ for both polarizations of the modes in the cavity.
The full Hamiltonian then reads as
H = Hj +HPh (A7)
with the different system Hamiltonians Hj with j ∈
{2LS, 4LS, HEES, 3LS} as defined in Sec. IIIA. The
dynamics of these systems is then described by the
Liouville-von Neumann equation
∂
∂t
ρ = − i
~
{H, ρ}− + Lρ , (A8)
where {·, ·}− denotes the commutator. The superopera-
tor L• comprises all Lindblad-type contributions to the
dynamics for each considered system as follows:
9L• =

La,κ •+L|G〉〈X|,γ• for the 2LS∑
j=L,R
[Laj ,κ •+L|G〉〈Xj |,γ •+L|Xj〉〈B|,γ•] for the 4LS
La,κ •+L|G〉〈X|,γ •+L|G〉〈X1|,γ• for the HEES
LaH ,κ •+L|G〉〈XH |,γ •+L|XH〉〈B|,γ• for the 3LS .
We solve Eq. (A8) in a numerically complete manner
by employing a path-integral formalism [39, 40, 72, 73]
that allows for the analytical integration of the infinitely
many phonon modes. Tracing the phonon degrees of
freedom out yields a phonon induced memory kernel for
the subsystem of interest. By the term "numerically
complete" we denote a solution that does not change
noticeably by making the time discretization finer and
the memory taken into account longer. Recent advances
within this method allows one to obtain solutions for sys-
tems with many quantum levels [41], which is paramount
for the problem posed in this paper, since the relevant ba-
sis states to be considered are product states of the QD
states and the number states of the two cavity modes.
2. Parameters
For the numerical calculations we use typical parame-
ters for self-assembled strongly confined GaAs/In(Ga)As
QDs [41, 74]. The QD diameter is set to 6 nm. The
cavity coupling is assumed to be ~g = 0.1meV and the
cavity losses are set to κ = 0.0085ps−1. Assuming a
mode frequency of ~ωC = 1.5 eV, this value of the loss
rate corresponds to a cavity quality factor of ≈ 268, 000,
which was reported in Ref. 75 as an extremely high but
experimentally achievable value in QDCs. The radiative
decay rate of the QD exciton is set to γ = 0.001 ps−1.
This corresponds to a typical lifetime of 1 ns. Whenever
phonon effects are considered in this work, the phonons
are assumed to be initially in thermal equilibrium at a
temperature of T = 4K.
The detuning between the cavity and the QD is as-
sumed to be ~∆ωCX = 5meV in the case of the PIC
and the difference between the AC-Stark pulse and the
QD is set to ~∆ωACS,X = −40meV. Following from the
condition Eq. (A4), the AC-Stark amplitude has to be
~fs = 21meV. Furthermore, the width of the smoothened
edges is chosen to be σon = σoff = 0.28 ps. The pump
pulses are on-resonance with the QD exciton and have a
width of fwhm= 0.1ps.
3. Time discretization of the path-integral
calculations
The phonon induced memory kernel for
GaAs/In(Ga)As QDs of 6 nm diameter at T = 4K
decays on a time scale of ≈ 3 ps to zero [39–41].
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FIG. 7. The spectrum of the shaped laser pulse as in Eq. (9)
(black solid line) as well as the respective spectra of its two
constituent Gaussians (red dashed and blue dotted lines).
Therefore, numerically complete converged results are
typically obtained for a discretization of ∆tPh = 0.55 ps
and nm = 6 memory steps. With these values, the
memory kernel is well sampled. In this work, we use
∆tPh = 0.5ps and nm = 7.
To be able to resolve 0.1 ps-pulses, we first note that
the dynamics induced by these ultrashort pulses is sepa-
rated by one order of magnitude from the phonon time
scale defined by the memory kernel. Thus, on this fast
time scale the phonon coupling has no influence on the
system. Therefore, a finer time discretization grid of
∆t = 0.01 ps is put on top of the phonon discretization
∆tPh. On this finer grid ∆t, the dynamics is calculated
using the phonon-free propagator. This two-grid strat-
egy is necessary since the discretization of the phonon
memory with a time step of ∆t = 0.01 ps would make
the numerics intractable.
4. Implicit model for the PIC
In the PIC presented in Paragraph IIA for the two-
level case, a sequence of AC-Stark pulses that are highly
off-resonant (~∆ωACS,X = −40meV) is the key ingredi-
ent. To study the phonon effect on this protocol, the
double grid scheme explained in Appendix A 3 is not suf-
ficient, since the fast oscillations induced by the AC-Stark
pulses have to be sampled on the phonon discretization
grid ∆tPh to fully capture the energy shifts induced by
the off-resonant nature of the pulses and their interplay
with the phonon environment.
To this end, an implicit model is introduced that does
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not include the AC-Stark pulse explicitly, i.e., fACS(t) =
0 in the driving term f(t). Instead, in a frame co-rotating
with the exciton frequency ωX the detuning ∆ωCX be-
comes effectively time-dependent when a sequence of AC-
Stark pulses is applied. It is calculated according to
Eq. (A4) by replacing fs with fACS(t). Thus, the largest
detuning in the system is |~∆ωCX| = 5meV in the im-
plicit model compared with |~∆ωACS,X| = 40meV in the
explicit incorporation of the AC-Stark pulses.
Comparing the implicit and the explicit model in the
phonon-free case by studying the occupational dynamics
of the system reveals that the amplitude of the oscil-
lations is nearly identical, while their frequencies differ
slightly for ~∆ωACS,X . 10meV. For values greater than
that and, in particular, in the limit ∆ωACS,X → ∞, the
implicit and explicit models yield identical occupational
dynamics.
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